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To the editor:
Not every appearance of impropriety develops into a viable conflict of interest. After all, things
often are not what they seem. However, conflicts of interest can and often do develop over time
without being obvious or causing an appearance of impropriety, especially when most of us are
unsuspecting and wish to remain outside of snarly controversies. It’s probably that
not-seeing-the-forest-for-the-trees thing.

Improper acts that are naively conceived and/or well-intentioned often come to early outcomes
in simple environments and thankfully are easy to identify and analyze. Many go undetected
and uncorrected, such as the no harm-no foul variety.
On the other hand, some improper acts involve a lot of people, a lot of time, standards of
conduct and complex environments like politics and government. Their detection requires
looking back and ahead for real anticipated circumstances. If that analysis discovers a previous
or possible conflict of interest, reasonable persons typically make a conscious decision to
overlook the act, prevent the act, or permit the act, by changing the standards of the
environment or the actor/s involved.
The people of Iron County have had their share of opportunities to study appearances of
impropriety and the conflict of interest issue. Currently available for immediate consideration
and nick-of-time intervention by various segments of the voting public are the following:
--Revisit of city charter violation/council member serving as fire chief/question of voting
abstention: city of Iron River
--Overlapping terms/election of related persons to two different municipalities; offices of
leadership: Iron River Township and city of Iron River
--History regarding judicial recusal vis-à-vis vested financial interests: Probate Judgeship, Iron
County Unified Trial Court Iron County
One of us is a very newly registered Michigan voter, awakened to local issues after years of
out-of-state residence. If anyone can offer factual information about the above constituencies
and the concerns we’ve indicated, please drop a line to POB 525, Iron River, MI 49935 at least
five days before election day, Tuesday, Nov. 6.
Keeping open minds till then, thanks in advance for your insights.
-s- Tom Peterson
-s- Marilyn Peterson
Iron River
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